Mandel'shtam revived two early models, one ideological, the other poetic, to meet the needs of his poetics of the 1930s. First of all, in his essay "Petr Chaadaev" (1915), Mandel'shtam had expressed admiration for his protagonist for taking "moral freedom as his holy staff' and setting off for Rome to fulfill his "holy obligation."3 Fifteen years later, in "Fourth Prose," he employed the conditional mood to imagine himself carrying his "Jewish staff' to Armenia-"the youngest sister of the Jewish nation"-thereby assimilating Chaadaev's "holy obligation" into his later work and merging the 1915 motif of moral freedom with that of his desperate need for personal and poetic freedom in 1929-30. This incantatory fantasy-myth is presented in chapter 7: . 
